About Inclusion Solutions

Inclusion Solutions helps businesses comply with the ADA and better welcome customers with disabilities. Offering more than 350 affordable products to help businesses, state, and local governments create environments that are easily accessible to everyone, Inclusion Solutions' products are designed and sourced to make adherence to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements simple for any organization.

Inclusion Solutions’ products remove barriers for individuals with disabilities and benefit government and business communities alike by improving customer service, increasing vote and sale transactions respectively, and encouraging repeat visits. Flagship products include:

- Pakflatt® Franklin® voting booth
- MVP Multilingual Virtual Pollworker
- BigBell™ door alert system
- FuelCall™ refueling assistance alert.

To date, more than 10,000 Inclusion Solutions Pakflatt® Franklin® voting booths are present in 37 states, and the BigBell™ alert system is installed in thousands of small retail locations as well as several large retail chains. The Inclusion Solutions FuelCall™ refueling assistance alert can be found at large service gas stations and 375+ U.S. military bases worldwide. The MVP is our newest product being rolled out in municipalities across the country.

Inclusion Solutions was founded in Evanston, IL, in 2000.

Inclusion Solutions’ focus has always been on access.

Inclusion Solutions’ first priority is accessibility. We overcome barriers such as custom size requirements and budget constraints to create accessibility in any environment – large or small, public or private. Our product portfolio is the result of extensive experience helping public and private organizations improve accessibility for all customers, and at the core of the portfolio is a strong commitment to quality and ADA standards.